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Buffalo Creek Cave Chronicle
Stan Sides
Member, CRF East
The 1987Thanksgiving Expedition found the entire
Sides family bunking in the front bedroom of the Back
House, as there was limited space in the Collins and Austin
houses. Friday, Stephen Sides went with Tom Brucker and
Tim Schafstallto Smith Valley Cave. David Sides accompanied Roger Brucker and Bob Osburn to Hawkins River.
With the boys headed underground, Kay and I drove to
Good Spring Church to continue hiking trails to collect
information for what subsequently became my book: Guide
to the Surface Trails of Mammoth Cave National Park.
Noon found us stopping for lunch on the Good Spring
Loop Trail where the trail crosses the valley boltom of Dry
Prong of Buffalo Creek. I poked at debris and a log blocking a hole in a bluff fifty feet from the trail. I fetched the
Wheat Lamp in my pack and took a look at the hole. Inside
it was a sand and leaf pile with a dry stream channel to the
right. In back of the room, thirty feet from the entrance, a
narrow, rocky and wet craw I left the room to the right. The
passage was inhaling a gale, with the walls scoured clean
by the wind or a recent flood. Having no knee pads, I

• Expedition Leaders Meeting
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Page 3
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Red Watson's Hamilton Valley Bazaar
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returned to the surface after crawling about ISO feet. I was
especially intrigued that two pools had several Cambams
troglophilic crayfish in them.
Three months later, during the March 12, 1988,CRF
Expedition run by Ron Wilson, Kay, Stephen, David, and I
were again bunking in the Back House. Geary Schindl,
Norm Pace, and I drove to check the hydrometer on Joppa
Ridge to determine the level of Haw kins River for a trip to
the Left-Hand Fork. Our key wouldn't open the hydrometer box. Geary's car developed a flat, so off to Park City.
We visited with Jim Quinlan to seek his wisdom regarding
the river levels. It was drizzling so, worried about the level
'of Hawkins River, we decided to return Flint Ridge.
Having nothing else to do, I took Norm and Geary, David
Sides, and a British caver, Bob Roe, to Good Spring Church
and hiked down to survey my find.
We began surveying at the entrance drop into the first
cave room and found the crawl open, and welter. Several
on the party were convinced the cave would not go, but
after surveying for several hours, we heard Bob's muffled
shouts ahead, "BIG CAVE!" I was sketching at the back of

• WKU Course Information
Pages 5 and 6
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Building Fund Contributors Pick Up Pieces Of Speleo Histonj
Red Watson
leology, E.-A Martel. This copy was
Member, CRF East
The following wonderful gifts from
my personal collection go to big-time
contributors to the Hamilton Valley
Building Fund. The items are:
• $10,000 contribution. My personal
Leica IIIf 35 mm camera, in perfect
condition, nearly mint. Phil Smith
made me buy this camera in 1955 as
the ultimate for cave photography. I
never took it into the cave, and very
few rolls of film have gone through
it. Nearly in mint condition. Nominal value: priceless
• $5,000:A leather-bound copy of Les
Abimes by the father of modern spe-

given to me by the great speleologisl,
Michel Siffre, with an inscription
from him (on a separate sheet of paper) and a (separate) 5x7 glossy photograph of Martel. Nominal value:
$600.
• $2500: A hardbound copy of The
Grand
Kentucky
Junction,
autographed by all seven authors.
Hand set type on paper that will last
500 years by Allan Kornblum of
Toothpaste Press. We had 50 numbered copies of this special edition
made, and this is an extra (call it
number 51). Only 25 copies were sold
as we had to give 25 copies away to

See "Bazaar," Page 11
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MCNP Expediton Leaders Hold Meeting
Mike Yocum

Candice Leek

Eastern Operations Manager
Assistant Editor
A two-day meeting of expedition leaders from CRF's
Eastern Operations was held at Mammoth Cave National
Park's (MCNP) Maple Springs Research Station Jan, 1996.
The agenda covered a wide range of topics.
A discussion of Emergency Operations began the meeting. A draft of the revised Emergency Operations Plan, written by Eastern Operations Safety Officer Bill Putnam, was
reviewed and suggestions based upon the expedition leaders' experience were offered for consideration. One popular
recommendation

was the creation of a flow chart or simple

at-a-glance list of the actions to be taken in the event of an
emergency. Concern was also expressed about the need for
first aid training and it was suggested that all JV's renew or
receive such training. First aid training is one of the items

about which information is collected in a new, up-to-date call
out list that is being compiled. Call out information forms
are available at every expedition, and any JV who has not
filled out one of these forms recently should do so at the first
opportunity.

BillPutnam is working with National Cave Rescue Center (NCRC) on holding an NCRC training weekend for CRF
JVs, NPS staff and personnel from local rescue agencies at
MCNP. If interested in participating in such a training weekend, please contact the Safety Officer and let him know. We
need at least 20 people in order to make it worthwhile.
On a related issue, the Regional NCRC Coordinator
would like to know if the names and call out information for
CRF JVs can be published in regional NCRC call out lists. If
you have filled out one of our call out forms and do not want
your name on the NCRC list, please let Bill Putnam know.
Up-to-date copies of all available CRF maps have been
given to the Park rangers for use in locating parties in the
cave. Location of overdue parties by expedition leaders was
also discussed. All trip leaders need to ensure that the expedition leader knows how to locate their party.
The new small first aid kits that are signed out to each
team entering the cave now have a card in them that gives

brief first aid instructions, along with several emergency
phone numbers. BillPutnam has designed these sealed units

See "Leaders," Page 12

New Directory Arriving Soon

eRF Qyarter{y

Address Corrections, E-mail, and Fax Information Sought

Volume 24, NO.2

Candice Leek
Assistant

Editor

The 1996edition of the RFAddress
List will be arriving in your mailbox
soon. We have worked diligently to
make sure that address listings are accurate but, considering

the number

of

records we must work with, there will
probably be a few errors. We apologize
in advance for these and will work hard
to correct our mistakes.

The information in the CRF Address
Listreflectsthe current CRFmembership
database records, so, incorrect address-

ees and telephone numbers may appear
for those who have failed to make the
appropriate notifications.
We hope to periodically utilize the
CRF Quarterly as a means of helping
cavers update their copy of the CRF
Address List. As CRF receives notification of new Members, JV's, changes of
address and telephone numbers, we
plan to publish them (space permitting)
in the Quarterly. Hopefully, by doing so,

cavers will be able to keep their directory current until the next one is published.
In the future we would also like to
include more fax numbers and e-mail
addresses. Anyone who would like to
include an e-mail or fax address please
contact us.

Weare alread y beginning our search
for a cover design for the 1997CRF Address List. Anyone who would like to
exercise

their artistic skills and have

their work immortalized on the directory cover, this is the chance! Contact
information will appear in a future
newsletter.
I would like to acknowledge all of
the hard-working members of the Address List Committee for their many
tireless hours of effort: Mel Park (computer layout); Richard 20pf (cover design & software trainer); Roger McClure
& his "Wednesday Night Team" (printing & mailing); Mick Sutton (cover artist); Dave & Susan Ecklund (database
update and transfer); and Phil DiBlasi
(area liaison and troubleshooter).

Editor: Buz Grover

CRFQrtrly@aol.com
Assistant

Editor: Candice Leek
Cl Leek@aoi.com

Regional Editors
Guadalupes: Lois Bergthold
Missouri: Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Ozarks: Mike Pearson
pearsons@ix.netcom.com
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
rzopf@college.antioch.edu

TheCRFQj<arter(y ispublishedbythe
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit
organization founded in 1957 for the
purpose of furthering cave and karst
research, conservation, and education.
Submissions should be sent to the edi-

tor via e-mail or on 3.5 inch disks in a
Mac readable format. Address submissions to: Buz Grover, 8643 Centerton

Ln,

Manassas,

VA 22111. For information
write:PhilDiBlasi,CRFPresident,1244
S. Brook, Louisville, KY 40203.
Special thanks to graphic artist Carol
Bradley for her assistance.
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Hamilton Valley
Bullelin
Building Fund
Boaed
Contributor
Update
Answering
Machine at
Paul Cannaley
CRF Treasurer
Maple Springs
A special thanks to those who
have made contributions to the
Building Fund since Oct. They are:
Janet and Tom Alfred
Bill and Sarah Bishop
Don Bittle
Dave Black
Roger Brucker
Tom Brucker
Monica and Paul Cannaley
Tom Cottrell
Phil DiBlasi and Jan Marie Hemberger
Thorn Engel
Jeff Farr
Jack Freeman
Robert Fries
Tom Grant
Neil and Terri Hammond
Joyce Hoffmaster
Willie Hunt
Roger McClure
Mike Nardacci
Bob Osburn
Tom Poulson
Bob Salika
Greg Sholly
Kay Sides
Stan Sides
Patty Jo and Red Watson
Contributions and income to the
Fund now total over $312,OOO!
We
continue to need every ones help and
support to reach our goal of $500,000.
Please send your contributions and
pledges to:
Paul Cannaley, Treasurer
Cave Research Foundation,
4253 Senour Road
Indianapolis, Indiana 46239-9403

Mike Yocum
Eastern Operations Manager
CRF Eastern Operations now has a
telephone answering machine installed
at the Maple Springs research facility at
Mammoth Cave National Park. The
machine was purchased for CRFby Neil
and Terri Hanunond and became operational on March 21.The on-line message
is: "This is the Cave Research Foundation office at Mammoth Cave National
Park. Please leave a message." The telephone number is 502-758-2348.

Management
Plan Draft
Available For
Carlsbad
Caverns
The National Park Service has produced a Draft General Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement
for Carlsbad Caverns National Park.
The plan describes three alternative
management strategies which are being
considered for the future management
of the Park. For additional information
contact Carlsbad Caverns National
Park, 3225 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220;telephone
505-785-2232,ext. 321.
Source: American Caves,
Spring-Fall 1995
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Mobility
Impaired Tour
To End
MCNP's Superintendent's
office
has decided to discontinue use of the
Park's 267 foot elevator for cave tour
access by the mobility impaired. The
decision was made for safety reasons
after considerable study.
The elevator shaft was drilled in the
early 1950's and a freight elevator installed to facilitate maintenance in the
part of the cave used for the Scenic/ Half
Day Tour. Beginning in the mid-1970's
the elevator was occasionally used by
interpretive rangers to take visitors in
wheelchairs into the cave. Unfortunately, the elevator experienced a continuous series of breakdowns and midshaft stoppages during the 1980's. By
1994, the freight elevator was replaced
with a faster and more comfortable
closed car.
In 1994, there were 235 Mobility
Impaired Tours into the cave. The continuing decline in the dependability of
the elevator reduced the number of
tours in 1995 to 148 tours. Regardless of
upgrades to the equipment, the fact remains that periodic shutdowns of the
elevator will probably occur. If the elevator stops in mid-shaft it may take
several hours from the time the failure
is reported to mechanically raise or
lower the car. Extended periods of inactivity in the cave's 54 degree temperatures considerably escalates the probability of hypothermia, particularly for
people in wheelchairs or with reduced
mobility.
Placing any visitor, especially the
mobility impaired, at risk on an unpredictable elevator is not an acceptable
practice and has caused the Park to reevaluate its use for regularly scheduled
tours. The elevator will be put in service
for its originally intended use to maintain the cave tour routes and will be
used to carry visitors from the cave only

in emergency situations.
Source: Mammoth
Feb.-March

Hi-MonOdy,
1996
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Prescott AZ
Site Of Annual
Meeting
CRF's 1996 Annual Meeting will be
held Oct. 18 through 20 in Prescott, Arizona. Chuck Pease has agreed to host
the annual event. Further information

about the event will be announced as it
becomes available

MCNPGate
Construction
Update

1996

Mammoth
Cave Listed As
Most Visited
Site In KY
Mammoth Cave National Park was
listed as the most visited attraction in
Kentucky by the Louisville Courier-Journal, nosing out, among others, Churchill
Downs, home of the Kentucky Derby.
"The National Parks have to stay open
for Kentucky to make the most of its
tourism potentia!," said Bob Stewart,
for travel development,

in reference to the 1995 shutdown.
Source: The NPS Electric Courier,
March 8, 1996, Val 2, Number

cave's ecotone at the Historic Entrance.

The ecotone is the area influenced
the entrance
airflow
and

tennperature

Source: Mammoth Bi-Monthly,

commissioner

Canon USA, the camera and copier
company, has donated $40,000 to Mammoth Cave National Park, via the National Park Foundation, to restore the

by

Gate construction has been completed at the Frozen Niagara entrance
and the new airlock with a revolving
door is in place. The next entrance
scheduled for construction is the New
Entrance.
Feb.-March

Historic
Entrance
Restoration
Set To Begin

4

variation.

Last year Canon USA funded a
$23,520 paleontological resource study
of Mammoth Cave's Broadway and
Lantern Tour route. That project began
detailed mapping of recent paleontological remains and was conducted by
Earthwatch groups under the supervision of CRF JV, Rickard S. Toomey (Illinois State Museum) and Bob Ward
(NPS).
Early results of that research show
evidence that Indiana and Little Brown
bats used the area as a hibernaculum
prior to human use of the cave (CRF
Newsletter, Nov 1995). Restoring the
ecotone could restore the hibernaculum.
(Editor's note: Progress reports will appear in future issues of the CRF Quarterly.)
Source: Mammoth

Bi-Mont/fly,

Feb.~March 1996

MCNP Ferries
Update
When the Houchins Ferry anchoring cable gave way last spring, Park
maintenance staff redesigned and remodeled the winch-piling connection at
both ferries. As a result, operation of the
ferries will cease anytime water levels
reach 22 feet above flood stage.
Source: Mammoth Monthly,
January 1996

Mav

Mayfield's
Cave
Threatened
According to the Indiana Karst
Conservancy, Mayfield's Cave in Monroe County, Indiana is threatened by a
proposed industrial park.
IKC is concerned that the pollution
from parking lot runoff and industrial
effluents could adversely impact the
cave. Mayfield's Cave was the subject
of Arthur Banta's classic study of North
American cave fauna in 1907, and contains
a
cave-adapted
beetle,
Pselldanophthalmus mayfieldensis, which
is not known to reside anywhere else.

The Conservancy has sent a letter
to the Monroe County Planning Committee to express concerns about the

detrimental impacts that could occur if
the area is rezoned from agricultural to
industrial.
Source: IKe Update
No. 36 March 1995
1

Junction Cave
Vandalized
Gang members vandalized two visitor use areas at El Malpais National
Monument in northwestern New
Mexico the afternoon of March 10.
Eight facilities were spray-painted,
including a newly-completed comfort
station scheduled to be opened the following day. Graffiti was also painted on
natural features at four locations inside
Junction Cave at El Malpais NM. Repair and restoration costs are estimated
at between $3,000 and $5,000.
Visitors witnessed the incident and
reported it to a state police officer. The
officer and a park ranger apprehended
two gang members. Charges will be
filed following consultation with the
U.S. Attorney's Office.
Source: NPS Morning
March 15, 1996

Report
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Advanced Exploration
Class Strikes Again

Explore Bedquilt Cave
On The Internet

Richard Zopf

Stan Sides

Member, CRF East

Member, CRF East

For the third time, from June 16 throgh June 22, John
"show them no mercy" Mylroie and Richard "You think
this is a hard trip?" Zopf will teach Advanced Cave Exploration as part of Western Kentucky University's Karst
Field Studies at Mammoth Cave.
The course is tailored to the needs of students each
time, but always includes discussion and training in special techniques from vertical and water work to methods
for extended stays underground.
Emphasis is placed on how to find cave and how to
successfully explore what is found. Consequently data col-

Anyone wishing to do some "armchair caving" in front
of the computer in the comfort of their horne may now do so.
Will Crowther's famous Adventure game, which takes place
in Bedquilt Cave, is now available on the Internet.
The cave trip begins on the surface at Three Springs
Pumphouse which is located near the Flint Ridge Road in
Mammoth Cave National Park. Cavers will solve mazes, negotiate climbs, enter the Hall of the Mountain King and make
the long dusty crawl outtheJ-Survey. So, if you have not had
your fill of caving on Flint Ridge, try this caving-at-home
program. Ad venture is just a few key-strokes away at:
http://~www.stanford.edu/adventure.html

lection and dissemination,

team work, indirect analysis,

and ethics are discussed. All of these topics are covered in
both above ground discussions and presentations as well
as during trips throughout the caves in MCNP.
Past accomplishments have included trying to loose
the whole class in the lower levels of Crystal, negotiating
Echo River during a twenty foot flood, and a scavenger
hunt in Pohl Avenue. Student survival rate has remained
",bove 50% in past classes.

Legal Resource
Available Online
Ron Wilson

Electronic Inventory Of
Artifacts On The Web
The National Park Service has more than 28 million natural science specimens, prehistoric artifacts, ethnographic objects, historic objects, and 11,800 linear feet of collection archives. Anyone wishing to access "Treasures of the Nation:'
and profiles of museum collections in each of the more than
300 NPS units with museum property may do so at the following World Wide Web address:
http://www.cr.nps.gov
/csd/treasures.html

Member, CRF East
Source: The NPS Electric Courier, vol. 2, Number

Cyberspace-Law

2, Jan. 26, 1996

is a free Internet seminar for non-law-

yers run by staff of the University of Chicago, Georgetown,
and UCLA law schools. Starting in late April, this seminar
will send one message via e-mail every 2-3 days about the
basic principles of:
• copyright,
• free speech,
• libel,
• privacy,

• contract law, and
• trademark law, as they apply on the Net.
Low on technical jargon, Cyberspace-Law is a distribution list (not a discussion list), that currently has 9,700 subscribers. Faculty include some widely published lawyers,
including David Post of Georgetown's Law School, Larry
Lessing of the University of Chicago Law School and Eugene
Volokh of the UCLA Law School. To subscribe, send the message SUBSCRIBE CYBERSPACE-LAW, your first name and
your last name to LlSTPROC-REQUEST@COUNSEL.COM
The owner of the site is: Jake Vogelaar If you have problems
getting signed up, contact him at jvogelaa@counsel.com

Glladillpe's Geology

New Book For Sale
Carol Hill
Member, CRF West
Anyone interested in the caves of the Guadalupe Moun-

tains will want to add Geology of the De/eware Basin, GlIadalllpe,
Apache, and Glass MOllntains, West Texas and New Mexico to
their library.
Covering the four stages of regional karst development,
the book relates these stages to the diagenetic history of the
Guadalupe Mountains and the caves in the Apache and Glass
Mountains as well as the gypsum karst in basin.
Geologic topics covered include stratigraphy, structure,
tectonics, hydrology, geochemistry, oil and gas,and WHIPP
site geology.
The book is available for a pre-publication price of $40.00
with shipping and handling or $5.00.
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Speleology Course Begins Sixteenth Year
there they can go on to delve more deeply into the science.
Teaching sites shift from year to year. When upper Salts
Cave was not available as a laboratory to teach basic cave
The Cave and Karst Institute, Western Kentucky Univer- archaeology, Brucker toured students through Main Cave and
sity, has operated a Summer University in the Park at Mam- Ganter Avenue in Mammoth Cave. "Mammoth Cave may be
moth Cave for 16 years. Nick Crawford, Director, envisioned the ideal field laboratory for teaching Speleology, because
this field program in 1979 and brought it into being the fol- most processes are represented in youthful, mature, and delowing year. One course taught every year is Speleology. clining forms at several locations. The challenge is to select
Roger Brucker has been the instructor; he estimates that 270 the best teaching sites where the main ideas are illustrated
students from all over the world have taken the week long clearly without a lot of clutter and complexity."
Typically, on Sunday evening, the first day of the course,
course.
Roger explains, "My objective is to arouse curiosity in Brucker tells students they must bring questions to the cave.
students. If that leads to passion, so much the better." Spele- Without questions, he says, the cave will provide no answers,
ology is a descriptive science, like oceanology, that integrates and that interaction is the key to curiosity. On Monday the
a variety of disciplines. "CRF discovered many years ago that field trip is to Argo Junction in the Flint Ridge part of the
caves require a multi-disciplinary approach. The best insights cave. About half the class claims this is a killer trip and the
and hypotheses have corne when you engage a geologist, a other half says it's a wimp trip. Why? Half of the class are
hydrologist, a biologist, and a historian in cave problems that already serious cavers and the other half beginners. On Tuesday the class examines surface karst processes starting with
are larger than anyone investigator:'
Brucker believes the best learning is hands on. Although sinkholes and sinking creeks and ending with springs that
there are lectures, he is sure that most learning takes place drain into the Green River. The Wednesday trip is a double
underground and in the field where students use the cave to connection through-trip, often from Colossal Cave to Unanswer questions. Brucker says the Speleology course is not known Cave via Salts Cave.

Editor's note: Roger Brucker provided the following
description of his speleology course.

comprehensive.

He tries to guide students in experiences

that

will enable them to understand the principle processes. From

See "Speleology,"

Mammoth Cave Exploration
Class Offers Overview
Stan Sides
Member, CRF East
"Exploration of Mammoth Cave,"
will be taught June 9-15, by Center for
Cave and Karst Studies of Western Kentucky University at Mammoth Cave
National Park.
This week-long course, first taught
in 1984, is a study of the forces that
stimulated exploration of the caves of
the Mammoth Cave Region, especially
the processes of mining, commercialization, scientific research, and recreation

that led to integration of the caves into
the world's longest cave system. The
course goal is to enable the student to
understand the caves of the park by examining their exploration and development within the larger context of the
history of the region and state.
By the end of the course, the student has hiked, and occasionally
crawled, through nearly 30 miles of cave

passages. Lectures are usually given in
the morning before cave trips, with in-

formal discussion and additional slides
in the evening after dinner. We try to get
underground by 9:30 am, to avoid hot,
humid June hikes in the woods. The following is a general course outline for

this year. Rainy days will change the sequence of trips taken.
• Monday: Historic Mammoth - Aboriginal Indians and saltpeter mining. A loop is needed to bypass tours,
yet include most of the historic saltpeter-mined passages, and show
where the connection occurred between Flin t Ridge and Mammoth
Cave Ridge. After a short trip into
Gothic Avenue, then to Wooden
Bowl Room, we proceed via Hovey's
'high route' bypassing the river via
Ganter Avenue to Rider Haggard's
Flight, Welcome Avenue, and Serpent Hall. We point out Stephen's

Lost

River,

Page 7
then

proceed

via

Silliman's and El Ghor to Snowball
Room (lunch) and Carmichael Entrance. We then enter VioletCity back
to Main Cave and return to the Historic Entrance. If time allows, near

5:00 p.m., we visit River Styx and
Charon's Cascade, exiting via Mammoth Dome.
• Tuesday: Proctor Cave and Long
Cave highlight L & N Railroad's historic interest in competition with the
Mammoth Cave Estate. Commercial
passages of Proctor Cave are visited
In Long Cave, the residual alterations
of saltpeter
mining,
tourism
(Mummy Shed, Banzai Ladders),
then commercial storage are noted.

Students are provided with maps of
both these caves for orientation, as
well as Wright's commercial description of Proctor Cave. Sand Cave is
visited on the surface.

• Wednesday: The first 'cave connection' made (by L& N Railroad) in the

See "Explore," Page 13
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Students regularly
rate Brucker's teaching
highly, although some
complain about his
groaner jokes. By the
end of the course students feel a deep sense
of camaraderie.

Some

wish the course would
continue. However, the
Institute conducts other

courses, so the opportunity is seized by some
to enroll in other offerings, such as Advanced
Exploration, Cave Geology,Karst Hydrology,
and the History of
Mammoth Cave. A
number

of students

have joined
joint

CRF as

venturers

and

have become prolific
contributors
to CRF
programs. "I have been
accused of running a
suck-in

_R_o_g_e_r_B_r_u_c_k_e_r,_a_n_d_h_is_s_h_a_d_o_w_,_n_e_a_r_E_I_G_h_o_r.

operation

for

CRF recruits, but I deny
that emphatically!"
said Brucker, flashing a Flint Ridge Con wink.
"SpeleologJJ," Continued
from page 6
Roger Brucker loves to teach. Some students take the
course for university credit, which plunges them into a twoweek research project, evaluated by Brucker. For about 20
"The Wednesday trip is an eye-opener for some students,
years
Roger has taught marketing subjects at Wright State
because the unexpected can happen. One year we entered the
University
in Ohio. "Speleology and marketing have a lot in
Austin Entrance and hiked all the way to the Salts-Colossal
common.
Both
have hidden processes that can be discovered
connection, where we were turned back by high water. We
through
curiosity
and honest effort. Both require intellectual
retreated the full distance. Lynn Brucker, who was trailing
integration
of
critical
thinking. They are like puzzles. After
the party had taken one student out of the cave who felt he
fitting
some
of
the
pieces
together you can see the pattern
couldn't go on. She had locked the Austin Entrance gate beand
processes.
Then
you
can
seek and discover the missing
hind her. We made plans to conserve supplies until rescued.
pieces.
It
starts
with
curiosity
and often leads to an obsesFortunately, the engineers on the trip were able to remDdel
sion."
the gate using Vise-Grip pliers. Lynn was cDming after us
Who should take the Speleology course? Brucker says that
when we reached the tDPDfthe hill, knDwing something was
almost
any caver will benefit from it. "Cave divers, for exwrong when we failed tD emerge from CDIDssalCave at the
ample,
gain
an understanding of what they are finding unappDinted hour." Brucker said there have been few injuries
derwater.
The
insights from the course help them evaluate
"and nD deaths to speak of" since he started teaching.
what
they
discover
and relate the pieces to the whole cave."
One student, whD had saved for mDnths tDenrDll in the
Roger
said
he
and Stan Sides have engaged in onecDurse, blistered her feet Dn the IDng walk tDArgo Junction
upmanship
in
writing
their course descriptions. "Stan started
and tearfully withdrew frDm the course. AnDther time, RDger
to
use
the
word
cOllllec/ions
in his History of Exploration blurb.
twisted his ankle near CDlossal Cave and his assistants tDDk
Immediately
his
class
filled
and mine was short a few stuDversome Dfthe teaching chores.
dents.
The
following
year
I
revised
the description of SpeleOn Thursday and Friday students experience a smatterology
using
the
word
cOlmec/ions
several
times. My course
ing Dfcave survey, cartDgraphy, phDtDgraphy, histDry, biDIfilled
and
Stan
was
short
some
students."
Brucker urges all
Dgy,and archeDIDgy.A Saturday final exam challenges stuCRF
cavers
who
have
not
done
so
to
enroll
in one or more of
dents tDintegrate everything they have learned. "With a wellthe
courses.
"They
are
world
class
learning
experiences in a
rounded taste Dfmany aspects of SpeleDIDgy,students can gD
world
class
cave
system."
on tDlearn more about what interests them the mDst."
H_ar_ry_G_ro_v_er_p_h_o_to
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Buffalo Creek Cave
N

I

Mammoth Cave National Park
September. 1995
Cave Research Foundation
Stanley D. Sides

9519 feet

Mav
further trips would be long and
require the automobile drive
around the park.
I returned to the cave to
survey on November 25, 1989,
and found the entrance crawl
was completely filled with
sand. The crawl location was
not even evident in the back of
the room. I drafted the map of
surveys to date, and presented a
report entitled: "Buffalo Creek
Cave - New Observations

Mill Branch enters

Sump

Entrances

"Buffalo Creek:' Continued From Page 1
the party, and finally emerged from the crawl, 260 feet from
the entrance, to see the gleaming faces of the others in a 60
foot high room we named the Mountain Room. 26 feet
down below us to the left, was a large noisy stream: Buffalo
Creek. Downstream, we walked 900 feet to a sump. Upstream, we encountered

water over our heads, so we

returned to the crawl and headed out.
I returned with two survey teams on the Saturday of
the Memorial Day expedition, 1988. Bill Baus, John
Danovich, Loretta Godfrey, and Karla Bradshaw surveyed
downstream to the sump. Greg Jones, Dale Galloway, and I
began a D-survey survey upstream, but we could not
survey in the deep water without flotation. The next day,
Norm Pace, Rick Olson, and Greg Jones surveyed upstream
through the deep water, and emerged into large walking
trunk passage. They surveyed through a big breakdown
room to 036, where the stream and walking passage split.
They returned to the surface and hiked to Good Spring
Church to the car. It was too late to take the ferry, so they
had to drive around to Flint Ridge the long way via
Brownsville, arriving after midnight.
It was clear that we had found a cave that could only
be safely entered when there was no chance of rain. This
fact led to many potential trips being aborted. In addition,
no further trips were made to the cave in 1988 because

on

the Hydrology of the Dry Prong
End
of Buffalo Creek," at Mammoth
Cave's First Annual Science
•....•.Green leaf Room
Conference, December 18, 1990.
CRF left Flint Ridge and
King Rolands Dome
moved to Maple Springs in
1991. That removed the ferry as
a problem in trips to Buffalo
---- Formation Room
Creek Cave, but the entrance
crawl was still impassable.
Marty Ryan and Joe
Meiman, working for the
National Park Service, were
performing hydrology research
north of Green River. We koew
the entrance of Buffalo Creek
Cave was an estavelle, acting
both as a sink and spring, depending on water levels
underground. Eventually, flow characteristics would be
right to open the cave again.
Kay and I were April, 1992, expedition leaders. April
25th, I dispatched Mel Park, Walter Johnson, and Marty
Ryan to attempt to reenter the cave. They found the crawl
partially open with good airflow, but filled to within 5
inches of the ceiling. They dug for some time through sand
and gravel for about five feet, and found the remainder of
the crawlway open.They traveled upstream to 036, and
surveyed 15 stations of nice dry walking passage, Bicycle
Avenue, then returned to the Mountain Room.
Walter Johnson poked at the breakdown at the crawl
and noticed light from the late afternoon sun beaming
through rocks at the end of an oval bedrock tube. He
moved rocks and left a glove poked up in the breakdown.
They could not exit the cave with unstable rocks above
them, and had to return to the surface via the entrance
miserable crawl. Soon afterward, Marty returned and
found from the surface Walter's glove among the rocks. He
opened the second entrance, high above creek level,
providing much shorter and dependable access to the
Mountain Room. He installed his RME submersible fluorometer in the cave stream to allow dye tracing of the Dry
Prong sinking streams. It was clear that Marty loved the

Continued on next page
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cave as much as the rest of us.

•
,

June 27, 1992, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, and Ted
Hariman continued the survey upstream to several breakdown-filled large rooms. I returned on July 3rd with Bob
Salika to survey between the two entrances and survey the
new shorter route into the cave. We arrived after a thunderstorm to find the lower entrance in flood, and barely visible
under four feet of water. The higher second entrance was
also flooded from inside. After two hours, the original
entrance was taking nearly all the surface water underground.
Aug. 9th, Walter Johnson led Chris Welsh and Cheryl
Early to survey the stream and the large rooms. Beyond
their survey end was a low water crawl or sump. 1 returned
during the Labor Day expedition with Sheila Sands and
Lillian Novella to survey high passages off the Mountain
Room.
Oct. 10, 1992, we finally had a non-rainy weekend .
Marty Ryan, Alan Gerecke, Sue Hagan, and 1 trudged along
the Good Spring Loop trail with flotation for the deep
water and all the other necessary gear. Marty had no wet
suit, so 1brought for his use an old fashioned wet suit Joe
Davidson had sent me in 1978 for my trips into Hawkins
River via Morrison's Cave. At the entrance, Sue found,

much to her dismay, that she had brought Mick's wet suit,
not hers. Disgusted, she hiked back to Maple Springs alone,
leaving the rest of us to head underground.
Traveling through the cave, Marty asked several times:
"There's a bad spot upstream. We're not going to try to
map that, are we?" Marty and Joe Meiman had explored
. beyond our survey previously, stopping at a prominent
formation room. Not knowing where 052 was, 1reassured
him we were just going to do easy survey beyond the last
station. When we arrived at 052 to eat and begin survey,
Marty quickly volunteered: "Oh my gosh, this is the bad
spot!" Nevertheless, Alan pulled the end of the tape and
began swimming and crawling upstream through the
narrow stream passage in a jumble of breakdown. After a
quick lesson on Suunto use for Marty, we began the survey
to a floating Alan. After only four stations crawling in fourfoot deep water with less than a foot of airspace, we broke
through the near sump to find huge walking passage
leading on.
We returned late to camp, having surveyed nearly
1,000 feet of new cave, and had left activated carbon dye
detectors in side streams for Marty's research. But now we

had a new problem: almost any increase of stream flow
over basal flow would make the near sump impassable for
any trips upstream. We had to be exceedingly careful not to
send parties upstream when there was ANY possibility of
rain! Out of the cave, 1 gave Marty Joe's wet suit. It fit him
well, he certainly enjoyed how warm it kept him, and 1
wanted him to continue to survey the cave with us!
The 1992 Thanksgiving Expedition found Marty and
me back in the cave, leading Kevin Dumont and Jeff
Andrews surveying upstream to 092 at the formation
room. Along the way, we found a major stream junction at
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080, where a stream, inputting water from Mill Branch,
enters the cave. We poked at a huge pile of breakdown, but
could not enter the tantalizing Mill Branch passage. Dye
detectors were again left for later trips. We had driven the
Buffalo Road in vehicles to save the two-hour wet cold hike
on the Good Spring Loop Trail. When we left the cave,
however, we found it had snowed, coating the leaves and
limbs, making them very slick. We struggled to carryall
our wet gear up the steep hillside to the trucks. March 27,
1993, was cold but dry, so Marty, Bill Baus, Jamie Riches,
and 1suffered in the cold stream to survey the neglected
stream passage from 036 to a junction with Bicycle Avenue.
Marty and 1returned under better temperature conditions with a strong party on May 29. With David Sides,
Shirley Sotona, and Torn Grant, we surveyed the low, wet
stream continuation beyond 092 back into walking passage. We stopped at 0115, 40 foot high "King Roland's
Dome," named by Marty and Joe Meiman for the sardine
brand they enjoyed at this, their most distant point of
exploration

in the cave.

The 1994 Memorial Day Expedition fielded one trip to
the cave. Torn Brucker, Joyce Hoffmaster, and Jane
Pendergast surveyed the 30 foot wide, but low stream
passage beyond 0115. Steve McLuckie and 1surveyed a
high lead at 0106 heading back toward the formation
room. After 5 stations, Joyce popped up into a large walking continuation of the main trunk. They ended their
survey at 0124 in a 80 foot wide by 17 foot high room
(Green Leaf Room) containing fresh green leaves on dry
breakdown and clay far above stream level. We exited the
cave at 8:00 at dusk. Tommy chatted and ate, taking 20
minutes to change out of his wet suit and pack his gear. By
then, the woods were too dark for overland travel, and we
had to return via the long Good Spring Loop trail 4 miles
back to the Church. It was 11:00 pm when we arrived back
at camp, although we had surveyed only 19 survey stations!

The upstream trips were becoming long, with the
recurrent deep water keeping us cold. Marty, Rick Olson,
Russell Conner, and Grant Van Hemmert, and 1pushed
back upstream July 2, 1994, to see if we could reach the end
of the cave. All updip passage orientation yielded wider
and lower profiles, and the stream flow was getting
smaller. We began our survey in the Green Leaf Room,
surveyed through another room leaving the stream, then
dropped 8 feet back into the rectangular stream passage.
The passage soon was lower, with three foot or less ceiling
heights for the next 600 feet. We surveyed prone in the
stream, or our sides, and between

stations crawled over

rounded sandstone cobbles that ate at our shins no matter
where we carefully placed our knees.
We stopped at 0143, then returned to the second room
to survey the stream passage. Everyone was cold. Marty
had been doing compass all day, and could not get a
compass shot to agree foresight and backsight. Rick Olson

Continued on next page
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National Parks
In Peril

"Loving our parks to death," has become a popular expression for the troubled state of natural and cultural resources within the National Park System. The annual 273
plus million visitors often unintentionally cause resource
damage that cumulatively adds up to significant resource
degradation.
In Zion National Park the number of visitors hiking The
Narrows route has risen so dramatically in the last decade
that park managers now impose a day-use limit by issuing
80 first-come-first-served permits to control visitor use and
decrease resource impacts. In Mesa Verde National Park visitors may no longer tour the Cliff Palace on their own, but
must travel with a ranger. Years of cumulative impacts at the
Cliff Palace have weakened ancient walls, built up harmful
oils on ruins' surfaces, and decreased site integrity by creating new trails.

In the last five years resource violations on National Park
Service lands have increased 123 percent. In 1993, 16,644
resources violations were investigated by park staff, ranging
from the purposeful cutting of live trees to the theft of Native

"Buffalo Creek," Continued from page 9
tried, but he was too cold to get it. Russell Conner tried too.
We finally decided it was time to quit even though it was
only 5:30 pm, and headed out the increasingly arduous
route to the surface.
I led two strong parties back for a final push on the end
Sept. 3, 1994. The topographic survey indicated the cave
had deviated away from the protective ridge, and was now
directly below the wide Dry Prong Valley at its junction
with Mill Branch. Bill Putnam, Jon Smith, and Elizabeth
Winkler began surveying at 0143. Sue Hagan, Russell
Conner, and I continued crawling and stooping upstream
to where the stream emerged through a breakdown pile.
Wide low passages to the right ended in clay fill.
We had found the upstream end of the cave. We began
an I survey back 13 stations to join Bill's party at 0151.
There were a few side leads left to survey, but I was relieved to finally find the end of the cave. It seemed I could
not conquer my problem of being too hot in the long crawls
to use a thick wet suit, yet became too chilled to keep book
well in a thin wet suit because of the periodic deep water
and required lying in the stream. No combination of
clothing and wet suits would serve to keep me from
overheatingwhen traveling, yet keep me warm when
sketching and recording survey data. I was especially
disappointed that Marty had been unable to attend due to
prior committments.

Dr. Bill Pearson, and graduate student Tom Jones, met
me at our Flint Ridge farm Oct. 29, 1994. We stuffed gear in
the car and headed for Buffalo Road and the cave for a
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American pottery and Civil War relics. Crimes against natural resources include poaching, collecting and damaging wildlife, plants, minerals, and fossils. At Petrified Forest National
Park, studies show that approximately 12 tons of petrified
wood have been removed by park visitors yearly either as
souvenirs or black market sales items. Cultural resource
crimes range from removing petroglyphs at Petroglyph National Monument in New Mexico to defacing historic structures with graffiti at General Grant National Memorial in New
York City.
The National Park Service is addressing these problems
by creatively designing trails, signs, and exhibits to explain
the impact visitors have on resources and the difference visitors can make by cooperating with temporary closures, visitor-use allocations, and park warning signs. Increasing visitor and community

resource awareness

through park inter-

pretive programs, environmental education courses taught
at local schools, and presentations to clubs, boards, and committees.

Adopting an innovative program called the Visitor Experience and Resource Protection Plan that has helped address visitors' expectations while attempting to safeguard the
parks' natural and cultural resources is one such solution.

See "Peril," Page 13
biological reconnaissance and inventory. With their skills as
biologists, bright dive lights, and masks, many more fish
and crayfish were counted than we ever knew existed
previously. Between the downstream sump and 050, we
counted 12 troglobitic Typhlichthys and 9 troglophilic
Chologaster, as well as 8 "accidentals" fish. 24 troglobitic
Drconec/es and 23 troglophilic Cambarlls crayfish were
inventoried. There are few bats, but a good number of
various terrestrial faunas.

This past Labor Day Expedition, September 2, we
finally completed the survey of the cave, mopping up the
remaining side leads. Don Bittle, Candice Leek, and I
surveyed the low stream passage to the left at 059. The
passage was small and wet, with so many Typhlichthys in
the pooled stream, that we halted the survey rather than
further disturb their habitat. We finished a hanging survey
through the large rooms of the DB and E surveys, then
added 5 stations of K survey in a side passage along Bicycle
Avenue. Finished. I sat a while in the Mountain Room and
reflected on eight years of work in the cave. Don, Candy,
and I then again went through the ritual of stripping off the
wet suits, packed up, and began the long hot hike out of
the Dry Prong Valley to the car on Buffalo Road.
It takes committment, and a love of deep water and
wet cave to explore Buffalo Creek Cave. The brave, select
few that endured more than one surveying trip in the cold
water of Buffalo Creek Cave are:
Bill Baus Sue Hagan Russell Conner Walter Johnson
Greg Jones Rick Olson Norm Pace Marty Ryan David Sides
I offer a tip of the hardhat, and heartfelt thanks, to all that
participated.
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"Bazaar," Continued From Page 1
the authors and their friends. None have gone to collectors of Toothpaste Press books (I used to get threatening
phone calls from them), only to cavers. It was originally
priced at $100. A serious Toothpaste Press collector would
probably give $500 for it.
• $1,500: History Of The Scientific Investigations Of Caves To
1900 by Trever Shaw. The origina12-volume, hardbound,
81/2 x 12" edition, of which I believe only 50 copies were
made.
• $1,000: Polish & Slovenian collection: jaskinia Raj by Z.
Rubinowsi & T. Wroblawski, W Podziemiach Tatrzanskich
by Stefan Zwolinski, Denudacja Chemiczna Na Obszarach
Krasu Weglanowego by Marian Pulina (signature), La Grotte
De Postojna jamarski Prirocnik by Ivan Gams, et al. KRAS
by Ivan Gams (signature), Guide Through The High Mountain Karst Of The lulian Alps by Jurij Kunaver (rare).
• $1,000: Roumanian collection: Balatonfured Loczy-Barlang
Magyarorszag Idegenforcalmi Barlangjai Re1ieful Carstic by
Marcian B1eahu (signature), Cuceritorii Intunericului by
Marcian Bleahu, Omul Si Pestera by Marcian B1eahu (signature), Pestera Bulba by Cristian Lascu & Marcian B1eahu,
Pestera Topolnita by Marcian B1eahu & Cristian Lascu,
Morfologia Carstica by Marcian Bleahu.
• $1,000: American collection Guide To The Caves And Karst
Of The Northeast (50th NSS), The Man From The Cave by
Colin Fletcher, The Well Of Sacrifice (Maya) by Donald
Ediger, From The Mouth Of The Dark Cave (Maya) by Karen
Bassie-Sweet,
The Mummies
Of Guanajuato by Ray
Bradbury, photos by Archie Lieberman, Australian Caves
And Caving by Wolfgang Kahrau (They're really Americans, you know).
• European collection: Grottor I Sverige by Lars-Erik Astrom,
Manuale Di Speleologia by Arrigo Signa (signature), Caving
In Italy by Arrigo Cigna, Le Grottes De Betharram
Geheimnisvolle Hohlenwe1t by Herbert W. Franke, Decouverte
Du Monde Sou terrain by Michel Bouillon, Heavenly Caves,
Reflections On The Garden Grotto by Naomi Miller.

• Siffre collection: Les Animaux Des Gouufres Et Des Cavernes
by Michel Siffre, Mysterieuses
Civilisations Dans Les
Entrailles De La Terre (Maya) by Michel Siffre, 1.'or Des
Gouffres (Maya) by Michel Siffre, Grottes, Gouffres, & Abimes
by Michel Siffre.
• $1,000: NSS collection: Spe1eo Digest 1967. This copy is
bound upside down and inside out, that is, not only is the
cover on upside down, the pages go 300-299-298etc. rather
than 1-2-3 etc. A rare collector's item. The Underground,
June 1968, March 1969, April 1969, October 1969 (great illustrations), The Spelean Spotlight Aug./Sept. 1980,TIle Ugly
Hodag by Wayne Finch, illustrated by Tom Foster, Guide
To Tile Caves And Karst Of The Northeast (NSS 1991).
• $1,000: Cuban
Nunex Jimenez,
Siglo Explorando
Santo Tomas by
Jimenez .

collection. Cuevas Y Carsos by Antonio
Cuba: Dibujos Rupestres by Jimenez, Medio
A Cuba by Jimenez, La Gran Caverna De
Jimenez, 40 Anos Explorando A Cuba by

• $1,000: Classics of speleology. Les Karsts Du Nord-Ouest De
L'europe by Jean Corbel, Fundamentos De Hidrogeologia
Carstira by Noel Llopis Llado, Traite De Speleologie by Felix
Trombe, La Speleologie Scientifique by Bernard Geze.
• $1,000: German classics: Hohlenkunde Mit Berucksic1ltigllllg
Der Karstphaenomene by Walter von Knebel, Theoretische
Spelaologie by Georg Kyrle, I"temationale Beitrage 2ur
Karstmorphologie Herbert Lehmann (ed.), Die Hydrographie
Des Karstes by Otto Lehmann.
• $1,000: Brits in potholes. Exploring Caves by Cecil
Cullingford, Underground Adventure by A. Gemmell & J.
O. Meyers, Deep Down (Great Achievements In Pot-Holi"g)
by Garry Hogg, Caves A"d Caving In Britain by Edmund J.
Mason, Deep In Caves And Cavems by Lynn & Gray Poole,
British Caves And Potholes by P. R. Deakin & D. W. Gill,
Make out your checks to CRF HAMILTON VALLEY
FUND, send them to Red Watson, 756 Harvard Avenue, St.
Louis, MO 63130, and your magnificent gifts will be sent to
you by return mail. Thank you.

Georgia Oil Spill Affects Cave
Chickamauga/Chattanooga)
Park personnel and Colonial Pipeline
geologists detected fuel oil fumes emanating from holes on Lookout Mountain the evening of Feb. 13.
A 60,000 gallon oil spill, within a
few feet of the Park boundary, appears
to have infiltrated the underlying
karst. The affected cave is interconnected with the caves inside the park
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and the worst fear is that the cave system has been impacted.
Colonial Pipeline has hired Dr. Nick
Crawford, Center for Cave and Karst
Studies, as a consultant for hydrologic
investigations. Dr. Crawford conducted
a dye test and approximately 22 hours
later the dye showed up in the Tennessee River about 1600 feet horizontal
from the spill site.

The Park is providing on-site logistical and technical assistance to the State
and EPA. A response team has been organized to determine the extent of the
exposure and establish an air and water quality monitoring program.
Sources: Natural Resources Report
Feb. 12 and March 11, 1996,

National Park Service Morning Report
Feb. IS, 1996,
C. Leek's personal correspondence with Don
Hunler, Superfund Hydrogeologist,
April 10, 1996
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"Leaders," Continued From Page 2
to be for one time use only. A larger first aid kit is available in
the Expedition Leaders Office, as are two First Response kits
designed to be used in emergency situations. A smaller headache-and-scratch kit containing Band-Aids and a selection of
across-the-counter pain medications is available from the
expedition leader.
Neil and Terri Hammond donated an answering machine
to Eastern Operations. The machine will be turned on during
expeditions, enabling emergency messages to be received
even when no one is near the telephone. The machine may
also be used for other messages that need to get to expedition leaders while they are at Maple Springs. The phone number is (502) 758-2348.
A draft of the new Expedition Leaders Manual was distributed at the meeting; expedition leaders and officers will
review and field test it during the year and offer suggestions
for changes to the final version. The new edition contains the
Camp Management Manual, written by Candice Leek. An
Eastern Operations Personnel Manual is being drafted. Karen
Willmes is taking the lead as editor/writer, with Pat Kambesis,
Dave West and a team of volunteers assisting on the project.
The first draft is due in July. If you have any suggestions about
items, topics or issues that you think need to be in this Manual,
which covers Eastern Operations only, please get in touch
with Karen Willmes.
The topic of "cave passes" arose and the earlier decision
to require that passes be carried by both cave and surface
parties was affirmed. Surface teams or individuals must sign
in and out just as sub-surface teams are required to do.
A revision of the JV policy was discussed. All new JV
agreements will be temporary, to automatically expire after a
probationary period that has yet to be decided. It will probably be one year. If, at the end of the probationary period, the
candidate appears to be a positive contributor to Eastern
Operations, regular JV status will be granted.
The handling of expedition late call-ins, unannounced
arrivals and cancellations will be at the discretion of the individual expedition leaders. However, no-shows will be contacted and billed $13 to cover expenses for the first day of the
expedition. Anyone receiving such a bill will not be allowed
to attend expeditions until the charges are paid.
Use of the Expedition Leaders Office was discussed. This
office is meant to be a place where expedition leaders or Eastern Operations officials can work without the distractions
(often pleasant, which makes it even harder to get work done).
A sign has been put on both doors to remind relaxing JVs
that it is not a place to lounge, but a reserved work space.
Agreement

was reached concerning

work in caves or

entrances outside the Park. CRF will no longer field parties
to off-Park locations unless there is a written and signed agreement between CRF and the owner or legal custodian of the
cave/entrance.

There are no such agreements

at this time.

This policy has the objective of clarifying the conditions under which such trips are fielded and moving the process from
a personal to an organizational level.
Jeff Bradybaugh, Chief of the Park's Division of Science
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and Resource Management, and John Fry, Science and Resource Management's liaison with CRF, visited the meeting
for a couple of hours to discuss the Park's partnership with
CRF. Both organizations are committed to enhancing the professionalism of their joint operations. The sharing of knowledge and resources has proven beneficial to both parties, and
Eastern Operations has extended an invitation for MCNP staff
to take part in our expeditions. Park staff have participated
in expeditions in the past, but it never hurts to reaffirm that
they are always welcome. Both partners can profit from a
more in-depth exchange of ideas, information and perspectives.

Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan's Mammoth Cave Gazetteer, many years in the making, has reached a point where
they are now sending out preliminary copies for evaluation
and comment. Although they have more work to do, the gazetteer is already both informative and a delight to use. The
database program chosen for both the gazetteer and their
Mammoth Cave Bibliography is FileMaker Pro.
FileMaker Pro was also used for the new expanded Trip
Report and Logsheet Database. Trip reports have been entered into a computer using FileMaker for some time now at
Eastern Operations expeditions. The new data entry form
looks pretty much the same as the old, but after extensive
work by Scott House, much more data can be extracted in
many more useful formats with less time spent on re-entry of
data. Eventually all of the tedious labor involved in logging
trips and assigning FSBs will be completely automated. A
prototype made available by House at the meeting gave everyone an opportunity for hands-on experience. It was greeted
with enthusiastic and unanimous approval.
Bob Osburn, Chief Cartographer, will provide an updated set of survey standards that will be inserted in both the
Expedition Leaders Manual and the Eastern Operations Personnel Manual. Eastern Operations will conduct another survey training session on the first Sunday of the week-long July
Expedition, June 30.
The ever popular topic of expedition lead lists was
handled adroitly by Chief Cartographer Bob Osburn. Expedition Leaders are now to contact individual

cartographers

(instead of the Chief Cartographer) and Principal Investigators (PIs) to get leads and objectives for their expeditions.
The cartographers and PIs are as follows:
Mammoth Cave CartoGraphers: Doug Baker, Kevin
Downs, Paul Hauck, Scott House, Pat Kambesis, Bob Osburn,
Art Palmer, Bill Putnam, 'and Mick Sutton.
Lesser Caves Cartographers: Phil Bodanza, Scott House,
Candy Leek, Rick Olson, Tim Schafstall, Stan Sides, and Dave
West.
Principal Investigators for CRF-sponsored projects:
Bio-Monitoring: Tom Poulson, Kathy Lavoie; Gazetteer: Mick
Sutton; Lesser Caves: Scott House; Mammoth Cave Register:
this is on hold at the moment but will resume later in the
year.
Non-CRF Projects that CRF Supports: Names Without

Continued on next page
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"Explore," Continued from page 6

Pit. We then follow the traditional route out via Overlook, Storm Sewer, Eyeless Fish Trail, Columbian Avenue,
and Pohl Avenue to the Austin Entrance.
If we arrive at Floyds Lost Passage and find party
members may not be up to the longer trip out the Austin
Entrance, I will loop back via Mud Avenue to T-33, then
follow the T-survey to "Five Passages" at T-I0. We will
climb up to Waterfall Trail at W-18, then return along Waterfall Trail to Big Dining Room at Z-70. This loop was
Bill Austin's "big secret" route of times past, except he
climbed up at Floyds Jump-off to reach Waterfall Trail.
If the group is not physically capable of a trip to Floyd's
Lost Passage, we instead enter Pohl Avenue via the Austin Entrance, and proceed to Lower Crouchway to the bottom of Unknown Cave, then lunch in Ralph Stone Hall.
Columbian Avenue is visited as time allows.

park. Depending on the condition of Bedquilt entrance,
we enter Bedquilt, following the J-survey to Colossal
Cave's Dining Room. We continue to Chalybeate Spring,
visiting Colossal Dome on the way. We exit via Colossal
Cave entrance, following the historic surface trail back
to cars at the cemetery. We drive east of the park to point
out the locations of Fisher Ridge Cave, Roppel Cave,
and Indian Cave.
• Thursday: Caves of Flint Ridge. Great Onyx Cave will
be visited for several hours, with lunch on the surface at
the pavilion. In Salts Cave we will follow the commercial trail of Lark Burnett to Mummy Valley, then to the
Mummy Rock Room. We then proceed across Mummy
Valley to the Neville Bedroom where the 1927 Neville
Expedition, the World's first well-documented cave expedition, spent the night of July 12. We return via Upper Salts, stopping at Dismal Valley on the way out. To
protect the archeological resources of the cave, we take
care to stay on the hiStoric public trail from the period
of the cave's commercialization. Returning to Maple
Springs, we visit historic Three Springs pump house with
a short surface hike.
• Friday: Floyd Collins Crystal Cave. Floyd's Lost Passage and the caves beyond. We get an early 8:00 am start
for the cave, and proceed to Scotchman's Trap. 1 follow
the traditionally easiest and safest route to Floyd's Lost
Passage via the Z-survey to the Little Dining Room, low
in the Second Straddle Canyon to the Big Dining Room,
then up to Bottomless Pit at Z-70. We have lunch at
Floyds Lost Passage, then wind back under the upper
cave via B-trail and the Bogardus Link. We climb down
the Bogardus Waterfall shaft to Fishhook Crawl, but at
A-26 avoid the tightest part of the crawl by going left to
Junction Pit and proceeding the easy C-survey to Camp

• Saturday: Morrison's All Day Route - Cave wars and modem park history. We enter New Entrance and walk along
Kentucky Avenue to Woodbury's Pass. We visit Morrison
Avenue briefly, then eat at Snowball Room. We proceed
to Pinson's Pass and Cathedral Domes, then leave via
Beck's Alley to Robertson Avenue via No Name Pass, and
Nickerson Avenues. I will proceed to Frozen Niagara via
Grand Central Station and Kentucky Avenue, or Fox Avenue and College Heights Avenue.
• Wednesday evening or Thursday morning, if weather is
appropriate, we will hike the Sal Hollow Trail to Ganter
Cave for a student optional short trip to illustrate the extent of H. C. Ganter's competitive effort against his own
employer, the Mammoth Cave Estate.
[ encourage everyone wanting an intense, history-focused understanding of the park to join us this summer at
Maple Springs. Please call me or Nick Crawford or Chris
Groves if there are any questions.

"Peril," Continued from page 10

"'Leaders," Continued from page 12
Faces:Chuck Swedlund; Nitrate Regeneration: Rick Olson;
Earthwatclr: George Crothers; Burrow Chert: John
Holbrook;
Supported pre-Project Reconnaissance: Paleontology:
Rick Toomey; Biology: Horton Hobbs.
EXPEDITION LEADERS AND RESEARCHERS,
PLEASE NOTE: It is Eastern Operations policy to offer support to researchers gathering data prior to submitting a Research Proposal to the Park. However, this pre-proposal
support is limited to one year only. Researchers who have
been conducting reconnaissance trips during CRF expeditions, but who have not submitted a Research Proposal to
the Park and who are not listed in the last category above
(Supported pre-Project Reconnaissance) are no longer supported. Any questions about this should be directed to the
Eastern Operations Manager.

,
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The plan uses the principles of Limits of Acceptable Change,
developed by the U.S. Forest Service, that identifies visitor
experience

and resource conditions

consistent with a park's

purpose and significance. Continually

inventorying

and

monitoring a parks' sensitive natural and cultural resources,

managers are able to make informed decisions, based on data
rather than intuition, about resource impacts caused by both
the growing numbers of park visitors and increased resource
U

crimes."

Working with local, state, tribal, federal, and international agencies to jointly fight resource degradation on public lands while assisting with the creation of legislation will
offer further protection to fragile natural and cultural resources.
Source: NPS News, Issue Statement
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( Expedition ReportsJ
Arkansas
Fitton Cave
Jan., 1995 through March, 1996
The Fitton Cave Survey Project in Arkansas fielded five
expeditions in 1995. A total of 49 Cavers attended the expeditions and spent a total of 560.5 person-hours underground.
Three of the expeditions ",ere one day in length and one was
a three days in length.
A total of 16 parties worked in the cave in 1995. Two new
breakdown rooms at least 100 feet were noted and placed on
the 1996 survey list. During the Sept. trip, GPS data was recorded at the Bat Cave and Fitton Cave entrances as well as
at the Fitton Spring resurgence. A surface only trip was made
March 9, 1996 to obtain GPS data before the spring growing
season. Further GPS work is planned this year to determine
the effect of forest vegetation upon GPS survey data.
An additional 107.5 person-hours were expended in a
renovation project of the Chestnut Cabin kitchen. NPS personnel contributed another 35 hours to the project. Both the
kitchen and the adjoining small room used for storage of rescue equipment were renovated. Rat habitats were sealed off,
three walls, the ceiling, and the floor were covered with plywood, hardware cloth was place in strategic locations, and
the new plywood had two coats of paint applied to it. Open
counters were place along two wall areas to provide cooking
space and tables were rearranged to make better use of floor
space. The older historic log cabin was not, of course, modified in any way.

Surface Trip
March 9, 1996
Report by Mike Pearson
March 9, a surface trip to the region surrounding Fitton
Cave was undertaken. The purpose of the trip was to record
the locations of several caves including the entrances to Fitton
Cave using Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) receivers. At
least six cave entrances as well as the location of several surface features were recorded.

Three different GPS receivers were used at each location.
The purpose of this effort was to compare the operation of
the units against each other. The units were a Garmin-45, an
Eagle model, and a Magellan Trailblazer. While each unit
varied a little on location readings, the big difference was the
length of time each unit took to get a location fix. The Garmin45 was the fastest with the Eagle, and Magellan units at second and third respectively. Another difference was battery
life. Again the Garmin had the best battery life with the Eagle
and Magellan units second and third.

-Kentucky
New Year's Expedition
Dec. 29, 1995 - Jan. 1, 1996
Leaders: Karen Willmes, David West
The New Year's Expedition at Mammoth Cave National
Park was canceled due to the closure of the Park by the Federal government.
Objectives for the expedition included support for the
Lesser Caves Project, the Mammoth Cave Register Project,
the Names Without Faces Project, and the Bat Bone Project.
Additional support had been planned for an independent
research project and for the six cartographers who were scheduled to attend.
Fifty participants were notified of the cancellation when
we learned the Park was unable to re-open in time for the
expedition. We were successful in reaching almost everyone
but, regretfully, the few we were unable to notify had the
misfortune of discovering the cancellation when they reached
a deserted Maple Springs facility.
It is difficult to express how disappointed we are that the
expedition was not able to proceed as planned. Considering
the wealth of projects to support and the incredibly talented
team on tap to provide that support, we believe this had the
potential to be one of the most productive expeditions CRF
has fielded.

President's Day Expedition
Feb. 16 -19, 1996
Leaders: Cheryl Early, Dick Maxey
A record-breaking 53 participants arrived at Maple
Springs for the President's Day Expedition. The large turnout may have been partially due to the cancellation of the
New Year's Expedition.
Twenty-one parties went underground and during the
765.42 hours they were there, they accumulated 2842.2 feet
of new survey and 4361.2 feet of resurvey. A photographic
panorama was taken at the Bridal Alter in Gothic Avenue
and the Mammoth Cave Register crews began tying signature recovery locations to survey stations in Main Cave.
New cave was discovered and surveyed in the Albert's
Domes area while Wilson Cave continued to give up it's secrets as parties returned with 721 feet of new survey in the
Funnels area and 730 feet in the DD Survey. And, not to be
outdone, Lee Avenue contributed 442 feet of new survey. A
Ganter Cave crew netted 333 feet of new passageways while
discovering a waterfall room and unchecked leads in a lower
level canyon and a second Ganter team brought back 222 feet
of new cave in the R Survey.
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The resurvey of the south trunk of Proctor reaped 1013
feet and the Czar Chasm area brought home 788 feet of resurvey. The Proctor crawl claimed yet another victim as, 600
feet into the crawl, another caver was turned back because
they could not fit through the infamous "tight spot"

.had to abort their trip when a caver was unable to make it
through the tight spot about 600 feet into the Proctor Crawl;
the one remaining member of the party joined the other teams
and continued to work. The third party continued work on
the original U Survey line and everyone enjoyed work in
trunk passage 15 feet high and 15 feet wide with lots of gypsum and a mostly flat floor with only a little breakdown.
Wilson Cave
Three teams worked for 154 hours to bring back a total Everyone stayed on the original trail so as not to disturb the
of 1547.9 feet of survey in Wilson Cave. The first crew dis- pristine sediment in the rest of the passage.
covered a multi-level canyon at 0029; they elected to survey
the upper-most level and compiled a large list of climbing Fitzgerald Caves
leads as they worked. A substantial dome-pit complex was
A large crew scoured a hillside just above the Green River
discovered and "fatigue killed the sketcher at 0051." Teams in attempts to locate Fitzgerald Caves 1 and 2, however, neiworking in this section of the cave need to bring handlines ther could be located. While searching for these two elusive
for climbs and to traverse exposures.
caves a previously unknown cave was located, surveyed and
The second team's objective was to survey a blowing lead inventoried. Part of the team returned to Maple Springs and
off WA21 that appeared to head down at a 40 degree angle to the remaining party members directed their effort toward
a lower level. It quickly became a bellycrawl in sticky mud. locating Doyle Cave. This too was not able to be located and
Numerous good leads were observed and all involved stoop- it "appears that Doyle Cave is another imaginary feature."
ing, crawling or lying in water. Heliomyzid flies were numerous and "very active and pesky, acting more like house Wilson Hollow Caves 1 & 2
flies." The passage was "blowing gales of cold air" and one
The objective of this very strong team of pushers was to
party member who became chilled was unable to get warmed locate and survey any of the three small caves in Wilson Cave
Hollow, inspect Bat Bones and obtain cross sections in the B
up which necessitated ending the trip early.
Team three continued the NT survey to where it split into Survey in Wilson Cave. Wilson Hollow 1 and 2 were located,
a drain and an upper crawl. The crawl and drain both pinched surveyed and inventoried. Wilson Hollow 1 was only eight
after only a few shots so they backtracked to NA 19 and be- feet long and ended in an anastomosis maze too small to engan the NS survey. They were able to complete five shots ter. Wilson 2 surveyed out at18 feet and was "home to nubefore running out of time and exiting the cave. About a dozen merous spiders." The team next turned it's attention to the
little brown bats were observed in the C Survey and a cluster hollow opposite Wilson cave but did not locate any other
of 20 little brown bats was encountered near NT15 causing entrances. They investigated a waterfall coming over the
the party to retreat and leave those leads for another time so sandstone cap which disappears as a sinking stream in a
as to not disturb the bats.
gravel bed. It was felt this was probably the water source for
the stream in the NB Survey in Wilson Cave. Photographs
Ganter Cave

\

Two cartography crews and a bie-inventory team worked

were taken of the impressive ice formations at the entrance

to Wilson Cave.

in Ganter Cave. Team One's objective was to survey a stream

crawl 4 feet wide and 2 feet high ~ith mud banks. They encountered several leads but they 0ere all to small to push.
Team Two went in to survey through a construction dubbed
"the stupid spot," which required everyone empty their pockets in order to squeeze through. Their struggles were rewarded with a canyon passage 30 - 60 feet tall and up to 20
feet wide. They surveyed for 300 feet at the mid-level in the
canyon before it ended in a sandstone collapse. Two small
waterfalls which disappeared into cylindrical shafts, one was
over 50 feet deep, were observed and left for future parties.
The inventory team experienced some route-finding difficulty
as the survey stations could not be located but they noted
that "surprisingly little life was observed on the dead wood
and the pools."
Proctor Cave

Three strong crews with good sketchers did a leapfrog
survey in the Proctor trunk. One crew followed air blowing
out of a breakdown pile at the end of a passage and discovered what may tum out to be virgin passage. A second team

Mammoth Cave Register
The recovery of historic signatures in Main Cave contin-

ued. Data collection grids were tied to existing cartography
survey stations in the vicinity of Giant's Coffin.A second crew
covered 500 feet of passage in the area of the TBhuts. Photographs taken of the notable name clusters discovered included
ALFRED 1846,Stephan S Bishop and a drawing of a deer.
Paleontology
A crew examined the area from the Rotunda to Gothic
Avenue searching for an appropriate area to attempt a
QuickTake panorama. A 16 picture series was completed. This
served as an initial test to see if this type of photography may
serve as a tool in documentation, presentation and education in the cave system. As the party entered Gothic Avenue
the "presence of a thin cloud above Booth's Amphitheater, at
the level of Gothic Avenue," was observed.
CPS Locations
Work continued on gathering GPS locations for caves
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throughout the Park. GPS information was gathered for the
Salts Cave entrance, Floyd Collins Crystal Cave entrance as
well as Proctor Cave. Readings will continue to be made at
every available opportunity.

Megan Porter, Horton Hobbs; 3) Mystic River- Paul Canna ley,
Roger McClure, Ralph Earlandson;
4) Blue Spring - Bob
Osburn, Elizabeth Winkler, Willie Hunt; 5) Alberts Domes Bill Putnam, Bill Baus, Doug Alderman, Les Carney.

Photography
A trip was made to Gothic Avenue to organize mosaic
photographic equipment and get it ready for removal during the day. The party then moved on to Great Relief Hall to
document names. The bat at the entrance to Gothic was missing; it's protective rock was off the ledge and on the trail.
After a few minutes of searching the missing bat was discovered on the floor and placed back where it belongs.

Hamilton Valley Clean Up

Mammoth Cave
Five parties were fielded to Mammoth Cave. The crew
going to Lee Avenue returned with 442.3 feet of new survey
and observed that the Doyel Valley Entrance airlock continues to allow cold air into the cave. A biological inventory team
worked in Logsdon River while a party working in the Mystic River area brought back 40 stations of resurvey totaling
1440.2 feet. A second Mystic River party worked in cobblelined passage 2 feet high to reap 1060.2 feet of resurvey. They
encountered a nice domepit complex with active waterfalls.
The crew working in the vicinity of Alberts Domes returned
with 215.3 feet of new survey.
Thanks
A special thanks to Janice Tucker, Matt Mezydlo, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Bob Osburn and Karen Willmes for all of the help
opening and closing camp. A very big thanks to Bob Parrish,
who as usual, was a big help in the kitchen in the mornings.
Thanks also to Richard Young, Kathleen Womack, Beth Nix,
Rick Toomey and Scott House for help with food preparation.
Crews
Wilson Cave: 1) David West, Karen Willmes, Tern
Hornaday; 2) Neil Hammond, Miles Drake, Andrew DuBois;
3) Joyce Hoffmaster, Janice Tucker, Mark Deeble; Ganter Cave:
1) Phil Bodanza, Darlene Anthony, Steve McLuckie; 2) Bill
Putnam, Nancy Korabik, Willie Hunt; 3) Janice Tucker, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Ralph Earlandson; Proctor Cave: 1) Pat Kambesis,
Bruce White, Matt Mezydlo; 2) Russell Conner, John Swartz,
Don Bittle, Marion Ziemons; 3) Mike Yocum, John Fry (NPS),
Marion Ziemons; Fitzgerald Caves: Scott House, Rick Toomey,
Kathleen Womack, Robin Dickerson, Beth Nix, Lisa Millay;
Wilson Hollow Caves & Wilson Cave: Dave West, Karen
Willmes, Richard Zopf, Rickard Toomey; Mammoth Cave
Register: Robert Parrist, Dave Hanson, Kay Bittle, Beth Nix,
Kathleen Womack; 2) Robert Parrish, Chris Parrish, Dave
Hanson, Kay Bittle; Paleontology:
Rickard Toomey, Cheryl
Early, Mike Yocum, Scott House, John Fry (NPS); GPS Locations: Scott House, John Fry (NPS), Bob Osburn, Mike Yocum;
Photography: Chuck Swedlund, Richard Young; Mammoth
Cave: 1) Lee Avenue - Rick Olson, Dick Market, Marc Ohms
(NPS); 2) Logsdon River - Richard Zopf, Thomas Brucker,

March 15, 1996

Leader: Rick Olson
Volunteers with the Cave Research Foundation (CRr),
the American Cave Conservation Association (ACCA), and
Mammoth Cave National Park (MCNP) teamed up March
15,1996 at CRF's Hamilton Valley site to remove rubbish and
recyclable metal from sinkholes, and to eliminate soil erosion problems.
To project such a force into the field, there are many necessary ingredients. First and foremost, you need food and
lots of it. A heavy duty breakfast none of us would normally
dare eat, and a huge lunch buffet were prepared by Janice
Tucker, Roger McClure, and Joyce Hoffmaster.
The super-fueled crews extracted trash simultaneously
at six different sites, which created a great need for conveyance. Crucial transportation
support was provided by Hart
County Solid Waste Coordinator Bill Hack, by Lee Cox of
ACCA, and by Mitchel Cline, Kenney Adams, and Jesse
Craine from MCNP. Except for the time spent ripping apart a
car with his tractor, our neighbor Paul Poynter continuously
hauled the many rackwagon loads up out of the valley. This
is hard, dirty, and dangerous work, so we quit while we were
ahead with only one minor cut to Doug Alderman Jr's hand
Like a set of 32 strong teeth, these volunteers tore into
tangles of wire, sheet metal, broken glass, appliances, automobile parts, and other dump delights. Stone water bars were
constructed on eroding roads, and several gullies were filled
with rock, cedar trees, wooden fence posts, and hay. Most
anyone asked will say that they are for protecting groundwater and cave life, but these folks actually match their words
and deeds by taking their vacation time, and traveling from
as far away as New York to clean up these groundwater recharge sites
How far down does the misplaced waste extend? As we
unloaded the last of seven truckloads on Sunday, Tom Brucker
said that the eastern reaches of Salts Cave extend under
Hamilton Valley, and that rubbish was reported by the CRF
survey teams who charted these low streamcrawl passages.
Not only must the water that enters these passages be uncontaminated, it must also be able to transport organic matter from forests and grasslands above to the caves below. Cave
ecosystems are largely dependent upon surface productivity
driven by photosynthesis,
but if sinkholes are clogged with
the wrong stuff, then import of the right sluff will be greatly
restricted
Hamilton Valley is located within the Pike Spring Basin,
which is prime habitat for the Kentucky Cave Shrimp (federally listed as endangered), the Northern Cave Fish (a species
of special concern), and many other cave adapted aquatic
species whose populations are less threatened. Situated just
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east of the park, Hamilton Valley is within the Zone of Cooperation in the Mammoth Cave Area Biosphere Reserve, the
goals of which are to conserve biodiversity and to develop a
sustainable economy. Realizing these goals will not be easy,
and there are major problems within park boundaries as well
as beyond. Within Pike Spring Basin, the next target for Don't
Mess With Mammoth Day will be the old Job Corps site off
Flint Ridge Road. Liller and leftover demolition debris must
be cleaned up before alien plant species can be eliminated
and replaced with native species
Cleaning up the aquifer recharge points in an entire 39
square kilometer drainage basin is an ambitious goal. To realize this desirable outcome, the capabilities of non-government conservation organizations such as ACCA, CRF, and
the NSS will be needed in concert with government agencies
such as NPS and Hart County Solid Waste. It is important to
remember thafalthough organizations help make us more
effective, successes like this one are built on the initiative of
individuals.
Clean Up Crew Members: Kenney Adams, Doug Alderman,
Doug Alderman Jr., Don Bittle, Kay Billie, Tom Brucker,
Mitchel Cline, Jeremy Collins, Lee Cox, Jesse Craine, Cheryl
Early, Tom Engel, John Fiel, Dave Foster, Bill Hauk, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Dick Market, Dick Maxey, Roger McClure, Mall
Mezydlo, Jennifer Miles, Mark Ohms, Rick Olson, Bob Parish, Judy Parish, Chris Parish, Paul Poynter, Sheila Sands, Kay
Sides, Stan Sides, John Smith, Tom Smith, Rick Toomey, Janice
Tucker, Barbie Voegtle, Richard Zopf

Hamilton Valley Clean Up Participants

St. Patrick's Day Expedition
March 14 -18, 1996

Leader: Joyce Hoffmaster
The fortunate combination of a lack of underbrush and
ticks directed this expedition's efforts toward the Lesser Caves
Project. Forty-two cavers participated in this special week-
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end which combined caving and a cleanup at Hamilton Valley. Most of the cave trips fielded were shorter than usual
because everyone was tired after a hard day of hauling loads
of trash out of sinkholes in Hamilton Valley.
The weekend was productive despite not being able to
send parties to the lower levels because the Green River was
fairly high and a steady drizzle was falling which increased
to a thunderstorm. Fifteen hard-working parties were fielded
and after 476 hours underground, returned with 934.2 feet of
new cave and 1738.5 feet of resurvey. Brasscapping was accomplished, cold-water passages were pushed, bio-inventories were completed and the final leads in the historic section
of Wilson's cave were finished.
A signature recovery crew working in Main Cave beyond
Star Chamber discovered two mummified bats and part of a
woven slipper while another Main Cave team, at the request
of a ranger, escorted a visitor and two small frightened children back to the Historic Entrance.
Wilson Cave
Two strong crews pushed into Wilson Cave. Team One
worked in the DO Survey only to find one lead after another
turn out to be dead-ends. At 0015 a chest compressor was
pushed by two party members but a third, unable to make it
through the tight spot, elected to wait in the DO Survey passage until the explorers returned. The crew completed an
exposed traverse on a ledge 1.5 feet wide in the Lily Pad
Stream area and followed the passage to a sandstone boulder choke. Unable to progress farther, they
doubled back to the DE15 junction to continue
their survey in an impressive mid-level passage; they left an un-checked upper level for
future parties of, as always in Wilson, "skinny
people."
Team Two mopped up a climbing lead
above the dome at A20 to finish the last
known remaining lead in that area. A ladder
was rigged to reach this high lead, and even
though the passage got "prelly tight:' they
succeeded in gelling through to close the loop
into the C Survey. One party member was not
feeling well so the decision was made to leave
the cave only to encounter a thunderstorm
which lasted until they arrived at Maple
Springs.
Still house Hollow Cave
A party of four made the one-hour hike from the Buffalo
Trail to Stilthouse Hollow Cave to brasscap, survey and conduct a biological inventory. Located in the Haney limestone,
a stream flows out of this low and wide cave entrance. The
left-hand branch yielded 168.4 feet of survey and featured a
number of active stalactites. The right-hand branch is a twolevel passage and was left for a wetsuit party. Before starting
the long hike back to the Buffalo Trail the team hiked around
to the area behind the cave and located a large waterfall which
may feed the cave stream.
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Cow Ford Cave
A long hike along the Green River followed by a steep
hill climb was required to reach Cow Ford Cave. The inviting four foot high entrance, which dropped to two feet once
inside, lead to 250 feet of main passage and one short side
passage. The biological inventory was completed and a few
Pipistrelles were noted.
Doyel Valley
A strong party of three went down the Doyel Valley entrance to mop up leads off the M Survey and finish the NO
Survey. One lead filled, a second lead was too tight to penetrate, and the third lead yielded 70 feet of survey before it
became too low to continue. The enthusiastic party reported
"the breeze blowing in our faces lured us on," but the crawl
was only 8 inches high. While exiting through the river it
was noted that "the water was up and rising." Future parties
should expect to get wet, at least up to the waist, gelling to
the L Survey.

Research Trips.

Numerous obscure signatures were discovered

and time was

spent checking high ledges where signatures are frequently
recovered.

A second crew worked their way along the dry and dusty
Main Cave passage into the vicinity of Wright's Rotunda.
Among the notable information gathered in the 800 feet they
surveyed were the names "w Steele 1819 Nov 23," and "GS
Gatewood," and the Indian glyph on Map Rock. Future parties will need to use the Violet City entrance in order to continue this part of the project.
The third team went in through the Historic Entrance and
proceeded directly to a crew already working in the Star
Chamber. Their mission was to deliver survey station loca-

tion information that was unavailable to them when they
departed camp. Party Three encountered a ranger-lead tour
in the Rotunda and was requested to escort a man and his
two small children, who had become frightened when they
stepped out of Houchins Narrows into the huge Rotunda,
out of the cave. They gladly agreed and took the visitors back
to the entrance, pausing to show them some airflow measur-

Biological

Reconnaissance

Dr. Horton Hobbs delighted everyone present with another visit to Mammoth Cave. Four students involved in biological reconnaissance accompanied Dr. Hobbs on two trips
during which four caves were visited. Their objective wasta
locate and examine various caves as potential study sites.

The first trip began with a hike from the Good Spring
Church trailhead and up the Dry Prong to Fort's Funnel Cave.
A rappel down the entrance drop revealed high water levels
and high velocity turbid water but conditions did not prevent the determined crew from seeing a rich variety of terrestrial fauna and several Cambarus tenebrosus in the stream.
A cable ladder was used to exit the Cave. Buffalo Creek Cave
was the next stop on the agenda for this busy team but the
visit yielded little due to high water; the current was too swift
to venture far upstream or downstream. After a hike in the
rain back to the trailhead they visited Dogwood Cave. They
observed a waterfall pulling a "good volume of water" into
the cave and plentiful fauna.
The second

Mammoth Cave Register
Three Mammoth Cave Register teams went in through
the Historic Entrance to work in Main Cave. Team One began work just beyond Star Chamber and at K16 discovered
two mummified bats and part of a woven slipper; it was noted
that the slipper was "dangerously close to the tourist traiL"

Mav

reconnaissance

trip visited

River Hall to

refamiliarize Dr. Hobbs with the base level aquatic habitats
in Mammoth and especially with the peculiar hydrology of
the River Styx and Echo River. Water clarity was poor and no
fish or crayfish were observed. Interestingly, River Styx flows
toward Echo River under low stage conditions, but ripples
in the sand deposited by the last high water indicate flow in
the opposite direction. Photographs were taken of the sand
ripples. Recently flooded mudbanks were surveyed for terrestrial fauna and a bristle tail and springtail were observed.
GPS of Lesser Caves
Five of the smaller caves on the north shore were the designated objectives for GPS and entrance photographs. The
team handling this assignment managed to locate Bent Tree
Sink, Buffalo Creek Cave, Stephens, Fort's Funnel and Big
Hollow Cave without difficulty. A GPS reading was taken at
Bent Tree Sink; a GPS reading and photographs were accomplished at Buffalo Creek and Fort's Funnel; a GPS at Stephens;
only a photograph was taken at Big Hollow Cave because
"the satellites were hiding," and the crew could not get a GPS
at that time. Fort's Funnel was adjacent to a larger and more
prominent sinkhole that has a small cave (not in the notes)
and while searching for Big Hollow Cave another new cave
was observed and marked on the topo map for future exploration. It was noted that the horses using some of the trails
are damaging them severely in places.

ing equipment and the old ventilation shaft.
Unknown Cave

A party of three went in through the Unknown entrance
and worked in Ball Trail in the old 0 and G surveys. They
pushed a "major lead" for 250 feet as a bellycrawl from the
base of the M73 pit. This area has a lot of potential and may
lead to lower levels of Ball Trail or even to Pohl Avenue. Survey parties pushing this lead will have to work hard, staying
warm and dry will be a real concern.

Mammoth Cave Cartography
A crew working on the Blue Spring map went out to
Lucy's Domes to replace the old P Survey with the new J Survey; they returned with 522.7 feet of resurvey. The party was
happy to find the P12 pool that had stopped the last team
was gone, leaving only "goopy mud." A 100+ foot crawl remains to be surveyed by a future party.
A second party, working on the Mystic River map, continued work on the replacement of the old R Survey. Their
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772.8 feet of resurvey progressed quickly due to the combination of a skilled crew and fairly dry passage six to twelve
feet wide and three to six feet high.
The Historic Entrance mapping crew brought back 99.5
feet of new survey from a cutaround in the Gratz area. They
had to negotiate four squeezes and ended in a passage that
"seemed to move air" but ended in rock and dirt fill.
Thanks
lowe a huge thanks to my marvelous camp manager,
Janice Tucker, who produced more than ample quantities of
delicious food and did so with apparent ease and unfailing
good humor. Everyone else pitched in and helped and special thanks go to Roger McClure, Rick Toomey, Thom Engel,
Dave West and my husband Daniel. Thanks to all who helped;
you not only made running an expedition possible but you
also made it fun.
Crews:

Wilson Cave: 1) Dave West, Don Bittle, John Feil; 2) Karen
Willmes, Miles Drake, Andrew DuBois; StiIlhouse Hollow
Cave: Cheryl Early, Rick Toomey, Thorn Engel, Dick Maxey;
Cow Ford Cave: Sheila Sands, Ralph Earlandson, Doug Alderman, Doug Alderman, Jr.; Doyel Valley: Richard Zopf,
Dick Market, Russell Conner; Mammoth Cave Register: 1)
Star Chamber - Dave Hansen, Dan Greger, Kay Bittle, Bob
Salika; 2) Wright's Rotunda - Bob Parrish, Don Bittle, Kay
Bittle; 3) Star Chamber - Bob Parrish, Joyce Hoffmaster; Unknown Cave: Tom Brucker, Greg Sholly, Barbie Voegtle;Fort's
Funnel Cave, Buffalo Creek Cave, Dogwood Cave: Horton
Hobbs, Rick Olson (NPS), Annette Summers Engel, Scott
Engel, Megan Porter, Toby Dogwiler, Stan Sides; Mammoth
Cave -Echo River and River Styx - Rick Olson (NPS), Horton
Hobbs, Megan Porter, Toby Dogwiler, Rick Toomey; Bent Tree
Sink, Buffalo Creek Cave, Stephens, Big Hollow Cave, Fort's
Funnel Cave: Mike Yocum, John Fry (NPS), Marc Ohms
(NPS); Mammoth Cave: 1) Lucys Domes - Jon Smith, Bill
Putnam, Marc Ohms; 2) Mystic River - Paul Cannaley, Roger
McClure, Les Carney, Matt Mezydlo; 3) Gratz - Karen
Willmes, Miles Drake, Greg Sholly.

Easter Expedition
Apr. 6-8,1996

Leaders: Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
The second CRF expedition to operate out of Hamilton
Valley had thirty participants. The weather was downright
nippy, with an open-air breakfast at sub-freezing temperatures both mornings. Nevertheless, enthusiasm was high and
a lot of work got done.
The in-cave objectives centered around mapping to support cartography for the Blue Spring Brach sheet and the Proctor Cave survey. In addition, there was a mapping trip to the
XIS Pit area of Logsdon River and a single surface survey
trip to locate the Colossal Entrance.
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Cartography
The eight in-cave mapping crews accounted for a total of
about 1350feet of resurvey and 1200feet of new survey. Most
of the new survey took place in the south Proctor Trunk area.
Proctor
Area cartographer Pat Kambesis organized three parties
to work intensively on an area of unexplored canyons, damp
breakdown crawls, and drippy pits off of South Proctor Trunk.
They pretty well finished off the area, leaving only unpromising and possibly diggable leads. Crew one did a leap-frog
survey with crew two to complete a survey of the "U-Corridor" left hanging last time.
After completing the leapfrog survey, crew two finished
off an unentered area featuring some nice gypsum crust. At
one point they were able to look through an impassable crack
to a stream passage 50 feet below.
Crew three mapped through wet breakdown, did a rope
descent of a 30 foot pit and a freeclimb of another. There was
no enterable passage at the bottom of either pit.
Lucy's Dome

The area of complicated small canyons and pits off Lucy's
Dome has seen a lot of work lately. Two parties went a long
way towards the completion of the portion of the area falling
with the Blue Spring Branch Sheet, though a few sleazy leads
remain.

Crew one picked up where leader Jon Smith left off last
time, completing the survey of a walking high canyon to a
known but unsurveyed end in breakdown. The party then
began a resurvey of a low side passage where existing stations could not be found. The crew discovered the passage
moves air and continues beyond the end of the old survey.
Crew two cleaned up leads and cutarounds off the Lucy's
Dome end of the main O-survey) canyon. The only remaining leads are diffieult-a drafting breakdown collapse and a
small stream passage which will require a tricky 20 foot climb.
Buley's Wayby
In another project off of the Blue Springs Branch Sheet, a
party worked on resolving a problem area in Buley's Wayby,
mapping mostly low, tight, cutarounds. They also elimanated
a lead in Hooflands Avenue.
X-IS Pit
This was another survey clean-up trip which almost finished off the pit and canyon complex off Bridge Avenue on
the route to Kaemper Avenue. A promising walking high canyon closed off convincingly in breakdown after 175 feet. At
the bottom of the firs rope climb the party noted an interesting downstream lead which will require a wet-suit crew.
Colossal Entrance
Recent work on the Salts-Colossal survey net revealed
problems with the Flint Ridge surface survey. A large correction to the Salts Entrance location was confirmed by recent
GPS results, though a discrepancy still exists with regard to
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colossal, which the surface survey places at a considerable
distance from the topo map location. The latter would give
much better closures of the in-cave survey. This party took a
short trip to resolve the Colossal location using the GPS unit.
It is hope that the net result of this effort is the movement of
the entrance by 100 feet or so in the right direction.
Thanks
Thanks to Stan Sides for the use of Sides Farm, to Pat
Kambesis for organizing a good portion of the survey activity and for recruiting so many promising JV's, to Mike Yocum
for excellent operations management, and to all who attended
and helped in an uncountable number of ways.
Crews

Proctor: 1) Pat Kambesis, Matt Mezydlo, Don Bittle; 2)
Marions Ziemons, Julie Reese, Bruce White, Andrew DuBois;
3) Russell Conner, John Schwartz, Chris Hudson; Lucy's
Dome: 1)Jon Smith, Dick Market, Cheryl Early; 2)Mike Lace,
Ken Redeker, Chris Beck; Buley's Wayby: Stan Sides, Doug
Alderman, Andrew Christiansen, Kelly Mathis (NPS); X-IS
Pit: Rick Olson (NPS), Janice Tucker, Marc Ohms; Colossal
Entrance: Mike Yocum, Sheila Sands, Les Carney.

Missouri
Dec. through March 1996
Report by Mick Sutton
CRF has branched out to a new Missouri project area.
Crews led by Matt Beeson began a survey and inventory
project in central Missouri (Boone County).
Hunter Cave

Matt is surveying and inventorying Hunter's Cave, a
large and popular cave on Missouri Department of Conservation (MDC) property, along with some smaller MDC caves
in the area. An initial trip resulted in 500 ft. of survey starting
at the Echo Entrance and including Echo Hall. the Attic, and
the beginning of the main passage, Cave Avenue. Photographic documentation and a biological inventory were also
begun.
During a follow-up trip, the large, complicated passage
resulted in slow going. The survey included a difficult climb
up to Mud Dome, continued through some tricky up and
down passage, and ended in the Maze just before the Duck
Crawl. The party also pushed a small lead, finding a quick
end in a narrow dome, which a previous visitor has labeled
Fool's Dome. They recorded an unusually large population
of 20 pickerel frogs. A third crew began in Cave Avenue and
surveyed through the Duck Crawl and into the Pig Crawl
(small and nasty with lots of water and mud).This ends in
the Pig Pen Room, which includes some very nice dripstone.
The survey continued along the main line beyond the Devil's
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Bathtub to the Keyhole. The total survey length is a little over
1,000 ft.
On a later trip, the Hunters Cave crew took advantage of
a warm winter day to run a 1,300 ft. surface survey between
Tumbling Cave and Sink Cave. The caves are hydrologically
connected and will appear on the same map. There was also
a preliminary bioinventory of Sink Cave.
Two Flakes Cave
On MDC land in southern Missouri, a party mapped and
inventoried Two Flakes Cave near Powder Mill, Shannon
County. The cave was recently discovered by an NPS archeologist. It is at an unusually high elevation, and consists of
100 ft. or so of unpleasantly small and contorted passage. On
another trip, one party looked unsuccessfully for a vaguely
reported cave on MDC property while a second team went
to MDC land off the Jacks Fork River and inventoried four
relatively small caves along the upstream reach of Aliens
Branch (site of the notorious Aliens Branch Cave). The most
interesting find was a dark-zone harvestman, only the second Missouri record of this particular species.

Mark Twain National Park
There were two trips in support of the Mark Twain National Forest Eleven Point District project. A party returned
to River Level (Thundering Rapids) Cave to complete the
survey. The 350 ft. of canyon passage mapped on this trip
ended in a low and sleazy water crawl, giving a total length
of 700 ft. A biological inventory was completed; the stream
life was diverse and included troglobitic snails and crayfish
in addition to a unique record (as far as we know) of lampreys, two of which seemed to be excavating a spawning pit
in the gravel, well within the dark zone. As far as we can tell,
lampreys have not previously been recorded from Missouri
caves.

Whites Creek
There was another backpack trip to Whites Creek in the
Irish Wilderness, where a previous crew had found a state of
considerable confusion arising from contradictory earlier reports on a series of small caves. Armed with some entrance

photographs from the early reports, we were able to prove
that some dastardly vandal had moved Beaver Pond Cave a
full mile and a quarter downstream and dumped it where
Porifera Cave ought to be! Other locations were similarly
haywire. The CRF crew mapped Porifera and Den Caves, each
consisting

of small, mazy crawls connecting

two entrances.

Some of the fauna was hard to ignore-a recently deceased
raccoon effectively blocked access to one crawl. The party
also located other caves along Whites Creek, many of them
unrecorded.

Thorn Cave was an exception;

it turned up at

the advertised location, and we mapped the first 300 ft. before giving up in favor of returning with a larger crew and a
clipboard. This cave is stretching the definition of "small".
DavY Crockett Cave
Elsewhere on the Mark Twain National Forest, there was
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another trip to Davy Crockett Cave in Howell County, where
a survey crew pushed the downstream passage. The emphasis in this part of the cave is to find an alternative route around
a "sleaze hole". The party mapped 280 ft. in a passage which
continues to get wetter, although not yet quite wet-suit passage. Some biological notes were also taken. The surveyed
length of Davy Crockett Cave stands at 3,782 ft.
Round Spring Cavern
The Missouri bioinventory crew began a new project at
Round Spring Cavern, a large NPS tourist cave on the Ozark
National Scenic Riverways. We will be producing a general
biological assessment for help in preparing NPS educational
materials, and will track population fluctuations on a seasonal basis. A reconnaissance party spent seven hours taking
a preliminary look at the biota. The most noteworthy finding
was the highest population density of aquatic salamander
larvae any of us have seen, somewhat in excess of a thousand individuals. Other interesting findings included a small
population of troglobitic spiders and a variety of bats, including an unusual cluster of what we believe to be small-footed
bats (Myotis leibii), a species listed as rare in Missouri. During three subsequent trips, census areas were set up for following invertebrate population fluctuations, and bait stations
were established for obtaining a more comprehensive picture of the terrestrial invertebrate communities.

Food sources

in the cave are generally scarce, despite the occurrence of large
quantities of gray bat guano; this derives from historic bat
colonies which have long since disappeared, and the guano
seems to be thoroughly leached out and sterile.
Current River
Also on the Ozark National Scenic Riverways~ a float crew

paddled down a stretch of the Current River and mapped
two small caves, the larger of them 80 ft. long. They also obtained more accurate locations for a number of known caves

and noted three unrecorded entrances which, being in an
overhanging bluff, will be difficult to enter.
Crews

Hunters Cave-I) Matt, Mike & Bud Beeson, Devin Nations; 2) Matt, Mike & Bud Beeson, Devin Nations, Robbie
Stone; 3) Matt and Bud Beeson', Devin Nations, John
Brenenstuhl; Tumbling & Sink Caves-) Matt, Mike & Bud
Beeson, Devin Nations, Robbie Stone; Two Flake Cave-Scott
House, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton; Aliens Branch, etc.-Sue
Hagan, Mick Sutton, Scott House, Jerry Wagner; River Level
Cave-MickSutton, Sue Hagan, Jon Smith, Michael Crawford;
Whites Creek-Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton; Davy Crockett CaveGeorge Bilbrey, Shawn Irvine, Steve Irvine; Round Spring-I)
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Scott Ho~se; 2) Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan, Jon Smith, Michael Crawford; 3) Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan; 4) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Scott House, Jerry Wagner;
Current River-Scott House, Doug Baker, George Bilbrey.
I
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• California
Lilburn Trip
Feb. 17-19

Report by Mike Spiess
The Lilburn Hydrology project held its winter trip Feb.
17-19. The goal was to service the data loggers in the cave
and at Big Spring.
Attending were Jack Hess, Dave Gillespie, and Mike
Spiess. We were able to drive to the Saddle from below. Redwood Creek had moderate flow and was sinking soon after
the marble sink (downstream of the swimming hole). One of
the objectives of this trip was to locate a site on Redwood
Creek below the East Fork and above the karst for a gauging
stahon. We found a suitable location for construction of a
small weir and Jack will be submitting a proposal to the Park
for this project.
Sunday morning we went to Big Spring and serviced the
data logger. The Spring was flushing. We also noticed that
the water was cloudy and fine sediment had been deposited
in the pool where the Spring meets the stream bed. On the
return walk from Big Spring we scouted a site for stage recording of Pebble Pile Creek. The Pebble Pile Creek was sinking about 75 feet below the road. There was evidence of much
higher flows and the big sink had been filled with water earlier this season.

Later Sunday we serviced the data logger above the Flush
Room. While Dave worked on the data logger, Jack and Mike
climbed down to the 2 Room to check the sensors. We were

stopped by water near the bottom of the Flush Room. We
observed rising water at a rate of about 1-2"jminute but observed no flushes.
Sunday night it started to rain. Monday morning we
walked out in moderate to heavy rain. Redwood Creek was
now running below the cabin! At the swimming hole we estimated the flow to be 3 to 4 times what we had observed on
Saturday. When we crossed Redwood Creek the water was
up to the bottom of the crossing log and steam was wider
than the log.

Calendar
Mammoth Cave

Guadalupes

Memorial Day, May 24-28. Pat Kambesis, 404/248-9538 (H)
404/676-7834 (W) 0005470855@mcimai1.com

Labor Day, Aug.31-Sept. 2
Thanksgiving, Nov. 28-Dec. 1

Independence Day, June 28-July 6. Scott House, 314/2823246 rshcrf@ao1.com

To sign up for one of these expeditions contact Personnel
Officer Bryan Holcomb, 1224Monroe NE, Albuquerque, NM
87110,phone 505/2668485, at least one week in advance.

Summer, Aug. 2-5. Mike Yocum, 502/227-7254 (H) 502/5642136 (W) myocum@ao1.com

Missouri

Labor Day, Aug 30-Sept. 2. Bob Osburn, 314/984-8453 (H) Powder Mill Creek Cave
314/935-4555 (W) osburn@levee.wust1.edu
June 8,
July 13,
Columbus Day, Oct. 11-14. Neil and Terri Hammond, 317/ Aug. 17
786-2092
All Powder Mill Creek trips are weather dependent. As such,
Thanksgiving, Nov. 27-Dec. 1. Phil DiBlasi and Jan Marie this schedule is subject to last minute changes. Contact Doug
Hemberger. 502/637-2030 (H) 502/852-6724 (PO, W) Baker at 314/878-8831 or Scott House at 314/282-3246
pjdibI01@ulkyvm.louisville.edu
rshcrf@aol.com at least two weeks in advance.
The first and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Please
notify the Expedition Leader or Operations Manager Mike
Yocum (502/227-7254 myocum@ao1.com) two weeks in advance of the expedition.
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